PAN-HILLCITIES UNDERWAY

Phil Polo, Phil Distl, and A. T. O. Koch win a Game at Armory.

Three fast basketball games were played in the Pan-Hillicity intercollegiate game last at the armory. In the first game, the Phil Kappa Delta were the architers of the Sigma Xi win, 16 to 8. Hogger and Hadley were the stars for the Juniata with three baskets each.

Phil Delta Theta were a recent gain to the Delta Tau Delta by a score of 14 to 8. In the first half, Phil Delta had a walkaway and piled up a lead of 6 to 8, but the effort seemed to tell on their side, for they slowed down the second half and barely kept their lead. Ballroom, for instance, played no basket during the game, and the attraction of the game. Platform and skill is covering the floor of the armory, the number of the evening.

EDMILL M'COMBICK WILL GIVE ADDRESS

The New to Fraternal Service Final Dental Reserve Corps Will Come From Camp Dodge.

The Hon. EDMILL M'COMBICK of the Adjutant General of the State of Iowa will address the dental reserve corps at the dinner to be held in the women's gymnastics field on Tuesday at 7 o'clock. In connection with the dedication of the new dental clinic at the Iowa City public school. The dinner is to be given during the dedicatory service.

The formal opening of the building for service will take place Friday afternoon of 2 o'clock in the main association auditorium. The dinner will be presented by the Hon. EDMILL M'COMBICK of the State of Iowa. Education, followed by greetings from the various dental associations. A service flag for the college of dentistry will be presented by Mr. EDMILL M'COMBICK of the State of Iowa. The dental reserve corps composed of former students now at Camp Dodge will be present at the dedication.

KAPLAUEN ELECTED FRATERNITY CAPTAIN

Robert Kaufman was elected captain of the Kappa Delta at the meeting attended by the members of the fraternity. Kaufman's election was a great surprise to the members of the fraternity. The choice was made unanimously and with great enthusiasm. Kaufman's reputation is a significant tribute to his mastery work with the fraternity. He was appointed as a staff at the University of Iowa and his presence at the University of Iowa was considered to be a thank for his service in his office. Kaufman's election is a great stride for the fraternity and it is expected that he will be a strong leader in the future of the fraternity.

A great stride for the fraternity and it is expected that he will be a strong leader in the future of the fraternity.

WANTED APPLRATION FOR CEREMONIED MUTE

As an appreciation to his Master, Mr. H. Kaufman of the Iowa City school principal, who is up to date, has been appointed to the position of "The Phalanx." "The Phalanx" is the symbol of excellence and honor and is a representation of the highest ideals of the fraternity. Kaufman's election is a great stride for the fraternity and it is expected that he will be a strong leader in the future of the fraternity.

CAPTAIN K. VON LACQUAY HAS PLAYED FINAL GAME WITH IOWA

Iowa Under Featured to Quit AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE After Receiving Three Weeks Ago.

TIE WITH CHANDLER FOR HONORS

Hawkeyes Will Play Chicago on Armory Field at 2 o'clock Tuesday Afternoon.

John Conklin Von Lackum, captain of the Iowa basketball squad, has played his last game with the Hawkeyes quizzed this season and probably has made his last appearance in basketball uniform for the old Gold foreman before he ever played his last game in the state of Illinois. Von Lackum's departure is an indication that the Hawkeyes are not as strong as they were a few weeks ago, when the group had a fine showing both on the floor and the field since the last game in the state of Illinois.

The Home Economics bulletin will be a glad surprise for the work to be done with the best equipment and because of its neatness to the reader. Girls who have seen fifteen minutes to an hour to spare will be extremely grateful to know that they have been specially fitted up for this purpose and will accommodate all those who will come. A minute of such bandages and full directions for the use of each will be posted in the bulletin book in the room. Two or three girls from the Home Economics will be appointed to have charge of the rooms. The rooms will be open every half hour after the bulletin board is posted at 1 o'clock.

TO TREAT TRACK MEN TO EATS AND MOVIE

Athletic Mind Will Take Place at Commercial Club Rooms.

All University track men will be entertained by an athletic dinner on Monday night at 4:30 by the Commercial Club. A large number of men are expected to be present at the dinner.

John B. Lord spoke on the Methodist church last night at the Iowa City State University. Lord stated that one of the first things which impressed General Pershing upon his inspection in France as the shortage of food, and the first care was to see that proper provisions were made for doing away with this shortage. The New York Times in New York City, Germany, and Belgium.

Lord said that he was one of the first things which impressed General Pershing upon his inspection in France as the shortage of food, and the first care was to see that proper provisions were made for doing away with this shortage. The New York Times in New York City, Germany, and Belgium.

Lord said that he was one of the first things which impressed General Pershing upon his inspection in France as the shortage of food, and the first care was to see that proper provisions were made for doing away with this shortage. The New York Times in New York City, Germany, and Belgium.

One man who is out for track who expects to come out later, and who has been very active in the program recently, is asked to present whether or not he has re- tired as the last day, and if so, to come out in the program recently. The pop presented at this meet will be the greatest in the program and will be open to the year's track season’s successful one. A great stride for the fraternity and it is expected that he will be a strong leader in the future of the fraternity.

John B. Lord who spoke on the Methodist church last night at the Iowa City State University. Lord stated that one of the first things which impressed General Pershing upon his inspection in France as the shortage of food, and the first care was to see that proper provisions were made for doing away with this shortage. The New York Times in New York City, Germany, and Belgium.
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"LEFT WE FORGET."
Sometimes a tamper of expression is more efficacious than a long drawn-out statement. That which is said or written under the influence of well-intentioned conviction is often more doubtful than the bare assertion of a passionate outburst.

This occurred last Saturday night at the Indiana basketball game which we regretted. We still regret them. Even incidental resurrection is lamentable. Such results as "Kill him," "Put him out," "Get that guy," and the like are neither if not an exhibition of poor sportsmanship and lack of courtesies to a visiting team. No great amount of it took place, but there should be none.

Increased interest in athletics is being awakened at Iowa. It is the result of the definite policy and effective methods of those in charge. The beginning of a new era in Iowa athletics is at hand. We have clean coaches and clean teams, and we can have clean sport and cherish this quality in them. Let us not permit our increasing interest and enthusiasm to drift us from that ideal. Let's be clean boosters.

JEST HOW?
Manhandled spoke last night in the natural science auditorium at 7:30 o'clock. John C. Lord and others ad\n\ndrew an assembly in the Memorial church at 8:30; tonight we are ad\ncouraged to hear Professor Ward of Boston University. The University has for want of a number of speakers, as, labor, and church bodies. The point is this. Just how can the average student attend these meetings and do justice to his regular work? It is granted that speakers often appear who are authorities in their line, who are perhaps better prepared to deliver in some extent than members of our own faculty. But the University system makes it necessary for most of our students to take a large portion of the lectures because an economic reason, a political reason, a scientific reason, a political reason, and so on, until the hour of departure is at hand.

We believe that the student would often receive more valuable and interesting credit than his usual education at the university if he would not only attend these meetings, but at the same time, and if he had the time, perhaps, make them by means of the right kind of at-home study.

The belief is this. Will someone in authority kindly offer his solution to the situation?

THE VERY IDEA!
"The Daily Iowan, after copying the St. Louis Star-Telegram's short story effort, and commencing favorably on the same, takes offense at our statement that "Dr. Strick is a \n
They are sure to, that the paper is not bound by blood ties to remain as they have considered the matter, they will at least want to continue their magazine with some college which has "one of the strongest English departments to be found in the state."

But in the same way that "Pigs is Pigs," facts in facts and we must consider ourselves in our handling this fact black enough to portray our anger, though.

What Others Think
The Daily Iowan will gladly print any constructive criticism of faculty publications. The present editor is in Minneapolis, and of the college faculty is either to only come from Iowa City. To our knowledge, the university has never been mentioned in the magazine as having any official connection with the editorial staff. If the "University of Iowa is to have credit for The Midland as a university publication, the magazine itself should state its connection with the university.

"The Midland is earning an enviable place for itself among American literary magazines. It is as much as giving a fair chance to the Midland to have credit for its efforts in the same respects, the school which has been fortunate enough to be the home of a magazine which has never been mentioned in the magazine as having any official connection with the editorial staff."

If the "University of Iowa is to have credit for The Midland as a university publication, the magazine itself should state its connection with the university.

"This is a new era in Iowa's athletics. It is the result of the definite policy and effective methods of those in charge. The beginning of a new era in Iowa athletics is at hand. We have clean coaches and clean teams, and we can have clean sport and cherish this quality in them. Let us not permit our increasing interest and enthusiasm to drift us from that ideal. Let's be clean boosters."

KIDS A NOISE!
To the Editor:
Two years ago the University conceived the idea, and we believe it a good one, of putting in the University a Training School giving training from the lowest grades through the High School. This is run in conjunction with the college of Education. Since then the quarters of such a school were in the hall of Libraries, and the new quarters of the school, which is building has been completed and has occupied the Old Dental Building. Up to this year the pupils of this school were hardly noticed upon the campus and about the University, but during the present year they have gotten to be aubsence of the University by the route of the morning's snow-balling, and general going-on-about the campus. It is known for sure going between the old Dental, Dental and Law Buildings to any other part of the campus when its noon will pack it for the kids' favorite sport of "snowballing." Just the other day during a period of five or six minutes the writer sat at least ten persons, students of the University going about their legitimate business as students, dodge their way through a network of snow-balls turning their collars up as they came inside the room at the strongest arms. This should not be allowed on the State University campus.

The writer urges the reader to go and have a look around the campus and tell the children when the school meet have the school by the route of the campus to do as without enacting to make the campus a snowballing. For these children we must have a playground we regret that the portion of the campus were their buildings be set aside and prepared for that purpose. The writer suggests the display of our campus and when visitors from other universities come to see us, we all agree that the entire of the highest place of laundry in Iowa was beautifully painted on even by the behavior of our students on the campus.
Prof. H. H. Dunlop of the art department college has been elected to the city of Montevideo to design an extensive revenue disposal plant.

Miss Kopeke was re-elected as the chapter chairman and secretary of the Kappa Sigma fraternity.

The committee advocates a 100 per cent campaign for saving of the war. This is to be done by selling these war saving stamps which can be bought at any time for the amount paid plus interest at the cost paid per cent quarterly. Each student was asked to purchase a war stamp and certificate, if he would give the student body thought.
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Once More One of Our Remarkable Shirt Sales

SHIRT materials have advanced in price, as everything else; which means that the prices at which you buy now are very low; the difference between present worth and these special prices is a big saving.

It is your picnic; one of those cases where the "wise" fellows get in early and stock up on shirts for the future.

We're going to sell the entire lot; and there are plenty of them for you here.

Here's the proposition.

Special lot of regular $1.50 Shirts for Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
2 for $2.45 3 Shirts $3.45

Every shirt guaranteed to give satisfaction.

(See East Display Window)

BREMERS' GOLDEN EAGLE

Want Ads
Base: 12 words, 10c. each additional word.
Three insertions. He: Local readers, to be blue, black face, 10c a line.
All disinterested ads, mail in advance.

FOR RENT—Large furnished modern front room for two men W. Wassam. 260 Loc&1.

FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms both for $16. 425 N Linn St. Phone R 704.

WANTED—Triple of those notebooks for student. Neat work of future and believes that he has several leading in the conference race. Both engineering faculty and others to be housed the various residents.

CAPT. VON LACK UM

NEW HYDRAULICS LAB SOON TO BE STARTED

Concrete Canal To Be Constructed and $15,000 Expended on New Project.

Construction work on the new hydraulic testing laboratory for which a $15,000 appropriation was made at the last meeting of the state senate, will be started in the near future. The laboratory, as it is now planned, will consist of a concrete canal, ten feet wide, ten feet deep and one hundred and forty feet long leading from the open end of the dam into a small building in which will be housed the various apparatus used in hydraulic tests. Prof. Stuart Ross and John H. Farnum display of the engineering college are now at work on the plans and specifications for the project. The plans will be ready soon and the contract will probably be let sometime in the spring.

One of this kind will provide an excellent training for undergraduate students in hydraulic engineering, and will enable members of the engineering faculty and others to carry on important research work. Laboratories similar to the one about to be built are found at Boston Tech, Wisconsin, Cornell and one has been recently completed at the University of Michigan. Iowa has the advantage of being able to have an unlimited supply of water from the river.

COMING—PARTY TO WILLIAM FARNUM

MUSIC STUDY CLUB MEETS

The Music Study club of the Iowa City Fine Arts association will meet this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Walter Davis, 621 Summit street.

Helen Brass of Carville hall is with the measles at her home in Cicero, Illinois.

KAPP'S SHORT NOTICE

Kapp's signs held (annual initiation at the chapter house. barber.

Three initiated were Fred Klein, Burton Koplik, Chester Davenport, Walter Striekerby, Sylvester Hilt, and Harold Kline, owner of the firm. He will be preceded by a banquet. Almon present were: W. J. McDonald, Ronald Hilt, and Frank Coenbert.

Send The Daily Iowan Home

ROBERTS' BAKERY

Best in town on the national market.

Bread, rolls, buns, and pastries are made fresh daily and delivered to your door.
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John B. Lord Gives Message on Saving Food for Soldiers

(Continued from page 1)

After war was declared, Germany was on a 50 per cent war basis, England 20 per cent and the United States 3 per cent. The United States has made a notable advance in this direction, but we have not yet reached a satisfactory point in our war effort. She made a plea to the housewives of the nation to save food for all possible ways.

J. R. Ruffin was another speaker of the evening who showed interesting pictures of good conservation and the plans will be ready Thursday night. Call 1052. Honors notebooks for student. Neat work and believes that he has several leading in the conference race. Both engineering faculty and others to be housed the various residents.
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